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Direct-mate As5rmmetrics with More than Two White Knights
By Edgar HOLLADAY
The title of this article describes this tittle collection of originals - orthodox
but something a little different from usual. Three of the problemJshow the pure
type of board-asymmetry, with vertical axis of symmetry. The last problem makes
use of pawn asymmetry, with horizontal axis. The initial positions in tne second
problem form a large square with a skew axis of symmetry (with respect to which
the powers of pawns, kings and bishop are asymmetric, as well as the board).
Problem 159 doubles the theme of reflection symmetry - in which symmetrically reflected positions do not have symmetrically refleeted solutions. Perhaps the
task nature of the problem excuses a lack of full polish in individual oarts.
55. E.I{OLI,ADAY
Nlate in 3
(b) fz-f7 (c) f6-f 8
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156. E. HOLLADAY
Mate in 3
(b) wPf2

157. E. HOLLADAY
Mate in 4
(b) all men right one file
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158. E. HOLLADAY
Mate in 4
(b) gT-sz (c) WSg? WPg4
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159. E. HOLLADAY
(a) *q (b) h6-f6, *b
(c) h6-h? *s (d) h6-f? *q
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E. HOLLADAY
Mate in 6
two solutions
1.60.
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Solvers
Very fulI sets of solutions were received from G.IVhitehead (scoring 42) and
R.Brain (one point behind at 41). The other main solvers, who did not try the more
orthodox style retroanalytical problems were: D.Nixon (23), J.P.Junnor (14) and
.T.lV.Murkin (10). The running totals from issue 1? are:
RB 2tg, GW 209, DN 1gt, JM 164, JJ t02, MM 49, JT 41
The problems in the special issues 24 and 26 are answered in the issues themselves.
The numbered problems in this issue are for competitive solving, and solutions
should reach me by mid-September - so there is plenty of time.
Solutions to Chessics 23
Caissa's Kaleidoscope

120.BRAIN. th8=G threatening a1l possible ?wQ mates, separately forced as
follows: 1...Qxh8 2Qc5, 1...S9? 2Qxg3 1...RfO 2Qab 1...Gf6 2ee1 1...b1 2exd4
1...cxd1 2Qe3 1...Ge7 2Qxe7. seven-fold Fleck with primary separation! (GW)
A fairy Fleck...great eare needed to ensure seeing all. (DN).
121. JELLISS & CRUMLISH. Last-minute jiggery-pokery by GPJ alas rendered
this totally unsound. Mate in 1 by Qc?*. Revised setting(s) will appear in C27.
122. LOUSTAU. 1Kxd7 (threat 2Qh8+) showing 5th degree correction by BQ, as
follows: 1...Qe4 2Sb5+ (e4 guarded) 1...Qd5 2Sc2* (d5 guarded) 1...Qf4 2Sc6*
(c6 unguarded) 1...Qxe2 2Sxf5* (f5 unguarded) 1...QcS 2bxc3{ (pawn access to c3).
The comments in parentheses indicate the new harmful effect introduced that is
then present in all the subsequent variations. The reader should play each line,
and try at each stage the mating moves from the previous steps to see why they
do not work. Key hard to see (DN). The sole function of Gg1 is to prevent 1...Qe3
which would have given a quadruple and that of Gb? is to prevent 1...eb?+ (GW).
123. McGUIGAN. 1fRe3 2Bf3 3Rd7 4Kdb 5eRe7 6Se6 7Kd6 SBdb for Bg3f
Beautifully wrapped up (DN). Well concealed (RB). Found difficult to solve.
124. cEoRGE. 1-8Kf1 9g1=R 10-118f7 12Qh1 13g2 14Rhg 15-L6Bh2 1?gB 18Rh4
1994 2095 218h5 2296 for se4=. cook in 20 by: 10-11ehz 1292 13Rh3 1493 15g4

16-178h4 18g5 1996 20Re4 for Sxe4= (RB).
125. TOMSON. 1Bc1 2-6a8=R 7-8aRf2 9OO 10Kh2 11-12R(f2)e6 13g4+ for hxg e.p.
The Valladao theme. Underpromotion, castles and e.p. combined in effortless stylethe pick of the issue! (RS). emazing that bv taking four moves to get from a8 to e6
the R actually saves a move (GW).
126. McDOWELL. 1...Sd6 2Sd4 Bc4* 1Bd4 Bd3 2Se5 Sc?* This was the sole entry
received for the proposed 'rpermutate" tourney (C20, p46).
127. LINSS. 1Rd5 fxg+ 211u4 Sg5{ and 1Bd5 Be1+ 2Kd4 Se6* Excellent (cW).
Fine twinning (JWM). Nice to see a duplex with some thematic correspondence (RB).
128. MIHALEK. 1sf3 Bb5 2Ga4 Geb 3Gf4 GeB 4Gd2 Bd3 bsgs{ An FMM speciat I wonder how many he has now achieved? (RB).
129. STEUDEL. Set 1...Rh2+ Play 1Kg1 Rh2 ... 6Kb1 Ra2 7Kxa2 Bh2 ... 12Kxa7 Bb8+.
130. GEORGE. cook in 1 by Ae2+ dxe* A revised setting by the composer is:
24/4A3/R7 /7k/3p3p/7 K with solution 1Ae2 dl=QorR/S/B 2AfL/Af.z/Afs+
13L. BRAIN. 1Sb5 1...al=S 2cxb8=S SbS/Sc2 3Sd4 gxh3{ 1...al=B 2cxb8=B (tfrr. eeS)
Bd4/Bf6 3Rxd7/Bf4 (duals after 2.,.8b2/Be5) 1...a1=R 2cxb8=R Ra2/Rxa3/Rbl/Rcl
3any/sxa3/sc7/bRc8 1...al=Q 2cxb8=e (tnr. ees) ea2/exat/eb1/ec1/ed4 BRxa2/
Sxa3/Sc7/Qc8(c7)/Rxe7 (duals also after 2Qb2/Qe}/Qe5) 1...S move 2cxb8=any+
sd7(d5,d3) 3Rxa2 Tries: 1sc4? a1=S 2cxb=s sc2! lsfb? a1=R 2cxbg=R Rxas! and
1Rxa2? Sf8! 2Sc8/Se8/Sf7/Se4 Rxc8!/Sg6!/Sh?!/396! This caught at 1east two solvers.
the composer notes that this could be set as a stalemate in 3 with fewer pieces,
but he could not resist the mate. euite a deceptive problem.
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132. BEAL. 1b8=S (tfrr. SxCZ) Se?/Sd4/S else 2Sc6/Bc7lRe3 but 1...dl=S paralysing
c3 and giving flight at e4 seems to defeat the intention (RB).
133.1d1=S Sh2 2Sc3 Kf4 and Se5{ Ideal mate.
134.1Kc? d8=R 2Kb6 Kdg and Rd2 3Ka5 Kc4 4Ka4 Ra2*
135. BEAL. (a) 1Qe6 Sxc5(c5-c7) zwte SxdT (b) 1Qxe4(e4-f1) Sd4 zKxda(gl) Sf3t
Cooks: (a) 1dxe4(f1) Bf++ 2Kd5 Rd6+ (RB,GW) (b) lQd1 etc Bf4+ 2Ke/f6 Rh6+ (GW)
136. RrCE. 1kf4 Kf2 2Kg4 Rc1 3Kh3 nn1(Bc8)* and 1Kgl Bb7 2Kh2 Kfz 3Kh3
Bc8(Rh1)* Cook in the duplex part: 1Bd5 Bg8 etc 2Rc4 Kf3 38- Bc4(Rh1)+ (DN):
13?. RICE. 1Se7 Qe?(Sb8)+ 2Ke?(Qdl) Sd? 3Rf8 Qd?(SS8)* The positions after Ws
first and third moves are exact echoes - but only one is checkmate! Some solvers
of these neutral problems claimed cooks but overlooked escapes by Black using one
of the neutrals to capture the other - such captures have to be avoided or else
arranged so that the circe reappearances give check.

Symbolic Chess
138. Von MEYENFELDT. 1Qf2 (tnr.ZQr+*f5) Sh4/Sh6/Sg7/Sxe?/Sd6/Sd4/Se3/Sxg3
2qt5 / qt6 lQf8/QfUQ c5 /QeZ /Kd[/Bxd? . Black Knight Wheel.
139. Von MEYENFELDT. 1Qxd3 Bxbl/Bb3/Bc|/Bdl lBeG /Bt? /Bg8/Rxbl
2Sb4/c4/Bc2/Qea/Qf5/QS6/QhUQd1. The B is the symbolic K except after Rxb1.
140. Von MEYENFELDT. Diagram emor here: d4 should be a Bishop. 1Qh4 (thr.
2Rg8+(h4)) BguSeS/ScS/5g6 2Raa(ha)/Qe1(e3)/Qh1(c8)/Qd8(d8). The diagram as
printed solves by 1Kh4 same threat, Rxh4/Rg4/Sc8 2Rg8(ha)/Rf8(ga)/Qc6(c8).
See also 192 and 193 in this issue.
Forbidden Fruit
141. BORODATOV. (a) 1b8=Q then 1...Kgz 2qb2+ Kxhl/KfB 3Qh2/Qf2+ 1...Kf3
ZBf 2 Kxf 4/Kg2 3Qf8/Qb?+ 1...Kxh4 2Bf2+ 3Qe8* 1...Kxf4 2Qf 8+ 3Qf2+ In the twin
(b) Black has no last move! So it is now his turn to play, and we find the variations:
0...Kxf4 10c)+ 28f.2+ 3Be1* 0...Kxh4 1Sf6 Kg3 200 3Bf 2+ 0...Kxg2 1Rg1+ Kflh3
2b8=Q/R 3Qf/h8+. Two appearances of castling! Superb! (GW)
142. BORODATOV. (a) Previous moves could have been 1Kh4-93 hxg4 or 1Kh4xBg3
Bh2-g3++. Play 1OO Kxg4 2Qd8 Kfs 3Qg5t (b) Here the retroptay is 1Kh2-g3 R-h1+
and the play is 1Rh4 (1OO zQgbt? Castling is illegal since WR has moved) Kxg2
2Qb6 3Qf2* r...Xxr+ 2Qf6+ Kg3/Ke3 3Qf2/Rh3+ (c) Now it is Blaek's turn to move,
so: 0...Kx94 tqtT Kg3 2Qf 5 3Qh3+ 0...Kxf4 1OO+ KeB 2Qe7; KxdS/Kd4 gndl/Qe4t
or if 1...Kxg4 2QhG 3Qg5/Qh3*. Castling in both I'phases". Very tricky.(GW)
143. BORODATOV. (a) 1n8=e (tnr. Zeeg+ or RhB) Kxhb 2Kxfb gS-+ (b) Last move
f?-fsl lgxf e.p. Kxh5 2g8=Q (zugzwang) Kh4lKxh6 3Qg4/h8=Q+ (c) No last move, so
0...Kxh5 1Kf4 Kg6 2g8=Q+ 3h8=Q/Rt . Both promotions twice.
144. BORODATOV. (a) Last moves 1Kf?-f6 h?-h8=S+ play 1Sf4 (tnr. Zng0*) S5 2Sh5*
(b) Last move e7-e5! lfxe e.p. Kfb 2Rf4+ (c) Now there is no last Black move, since
the Bf8 was captured away from home, so 0...e4 1Sf4 etc.
145. BORODATOV. (a) f nU6 Kxa?/dxc 2c7 lRbB+ Kxb6/Ka8/Kxa7 3c8=S/Rxa6/Sxc6t
(1Kc?? d6!) (b) No B1ack last move again, so 0...dxc 1Rb8+ Kxa? 2Sc6f . ttlrltt for...?
146. BORODATOV. (a) Black to move, 0...Kxc8 1e6 Bb? 2e7 (2B,c6? Ba8!) Bc6 3e8=Q+
BxQ 4a8=Q* (U) Wfrite to move (1e6? 2e7 B-!) lBeB critical move Kc8 2Sc6 Kb? 3d7
Kxc6 4d8=S* Z...gxc6 3Bxc6 4a8=Q/R*. Nissl with Indian spice. Not easy (GlV).
4d8=S* the best mate in the series (RB).
14?. BoRoDAToV. (a) rsxtz Kxf? 2Se6 Kxe6 3d8=S{ r...xxg? 2d8=Q Kxf? 3Qg8*
1...e6 2d8=Q+ KxfT lKxg7 gQf6/QSS* Nissl (promotion to captured piece) - a relay
race of three knights. (U) No Black last move. 0...Kxg? 1d8=Q (tnr. ZSxfZ) rcxtr6
2Qh8 Kxhs 3Bf5+ 1...Kxh7 2Qg8+ 3QhS+ 1...f6 2Qg8+ Kxh6 3Qg6* r...eO 2Bg8 bz)
Khs/Kxh6/f5 3Qf6/Qe5/Qf6*. Cook in (a): th6 e6(f-?) 2Kd6(gSe0*) sgse6* (RB,GW).
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148. BORODATOV. (a) Set: S moves* Play: 1Kc8 Ra8* (b) Set: Se6{ Black cannot
play 1Kc8 (no mate) since it is not his turn to move. WPs h7 and (promoted) h8
took 9 Black men, so last move was not Se6xf8. BPs took four White men. WRg8 is
promoted WaP. BaP took WPb2. WRhl was captured near home. This accounts for
all missing W men, so WBfl was not captured at home. So g2-g3 was not the last
move. [Instead of specifying thet W may castle, the problem can be made of the
I'a posteriori" type, with solution lOOO Kc8 2Se6t thus "provingr?by demonstration
that the WK and IVR have not previously moved. 1Rd1?l
149. BORODATOV. (a) f nO6 cxd 2Sd-c5 dxc 3Kd6 cxd=Qt (++) (b) 1Re7? BxcT 2Re4
BxaS 3Bc6 any Qd6* But it is not Black's turn to move! Blackrs last move can only
have been b?-b5! Thus allowing l...cxb e.p. 2Kd4 QxaS 3Be4 fxe*. The retroanalysis
runs as follows: (i) Ws last move was not h2-h3 since the number of captures needed
to provide all the promoted Black men exceeds the number of missing White men.
(ii) Try retracting 1d4cBc5? b6-b5; 2Qb7-a6 Ba6-c4+ retrostalemate. 1...8f8-c5+
2d3-d4 b?-b5 3Qb6-a6 Ba6-c4+ r.s. again. Other tries for Black last move also lead
to retrostalemate: 0...Sf4-d3? 1d4xBc5 b6-b5+ 2Qb?-a6 Ba6-c4+ 3d3-d4 Ke6-d5 (rs).
0...b6-bb? 1Qb7-a6 Ba6-c4+ 2d4xBc5 Sf4-d3 3d3-d4 Ke4-d5 (rs) ...tC+xBc5 (Ke4-d5
2eb?-a6 Sa6-c4 r.s.) Sf4-d3 (b?-b6?) 3Qb?-a6 Sa6-c4+ 4d3-d4 ke4-d5 (rs). The right
last moves are: 0...b?-b5! 1Qb6-a6 (not 1d4xBc5? Bf8-c5 retrocoupling 2Qb6-a6
Ba6-c4+ r.s.) Ba6-c 4 2d4xBe5 or Qb5-c6. ["retrocoupling" is a false prolongation of
retroplay in case of change of turn to move, with the loss of a retro-tempo because
of a King being placed in check, and transposition being needed to escape - see
the Problemist, March 1984, Pa15.J
e maffious set of problems by LNB. (GlV) I enJoyed this set very muchr and
admired the ingenuity and variety of strategy applied. (RB).
For further problems in similar vein see 163 to 171 in this issue.

Comic Cuts
Solutions to 150 - 154 will be given in Chessics 28 a special issue on Dissections.
Grasshopper-overKnight tours
By T.H.WILLCOCKS

Further to m1r article on G/S Tours in Chessics 23.I might mention that
Dr S.H.Ha1I also proposed the problem of tn6T6ii@asshopper-over-Knight
tour on all squares of the same eolour. He gave a solution in 30 moves - no other
solver did better than 28 (and again that was T.R.Dawson). On looking through my
notes I see that in August 1971 I circulated to the FCCC a 32-square solution.
Since this has been seen by only a very small number of people I append a diagram,
together with Dr Halils original 30-square attempt. Both these are open tours.

L7 23 16
126827
2L 15 24
18
7
13 2
29 28 25
19
L2396
20 L4
30
4 11 5 10

22

Hall
Fair:v Chess Review
Feb & Aprit 1938
Problem 31 0 6

S. H.

T.H.Willcocks
(PcCC August 1971)
Original
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24 31 25 30
L4362
32 23 29 26
2A 13 L2 I
522427
15 19 7 18
1 L0 28 11
2116L78
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Exact Series{relpmates
By Geoffrey FOSTER
In The Serieshelpmate John Rice and Anthony Dickins gave the following

conventiffi1pmate:(a)TheWhiteiorceremainscomplete1y

stationary while Black plays a series of n co-operative moves to reach a position
where White can mate in one. (b) Black may not inflict check, except on his last
move. (c) elack may not move into check at any stage in the series. (d) The order
of Blackrs moves must be strictly forced, otherwise the problem is unsound.
One further convention which I would add is: (e) There must be no solution
in between 1 and n-1 moves. It may be that the fifth convention is understood, but
it could be argued that Blackrs turn ponsists of n moves and that all of these moves
must be made.
In any case, I would like to propose a type of serieshelpmate (perhaps called
an exact serieshelpmate?) in which the fifth convention does not apply. In the
following example, there is 1 solution in one move, 3 solutionsJn tnree moves, 11
solutions in five moves, 46 solutions in seven moves, 210 solutions in nine moves,
but only 1 solution in ten moves! The problem is sound according to eonventions
(a) to (d), literally interpreted.
162'. G.P.JELLISS

161. G. FOSTER
Serieshelpmate in
exactly 10 rnoves

Put Humpty Dumpty together
correctly in fewest moves.
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Problem 161 has a remarkable resemblance to Sam Loyd's famous 14-15
puzzle. The 14-15 puzzle consisted of fifteen square blocks in a box which would
hold sixteen. They were arranged serially, with the 15 before the 14, and the
puzzle was to shift them about until the 1,5 was in the right place. The 14-1b
puzzle has no solution, as it is impossible to exchange the 14 and the 15 without
altering the position of other blocks. In my problemo the position after 1.8f8
can be reached in any odd number of moves, but the Bishop cannot reach f8 in an
even number of rnoves without altering the position of the other pieces.
The position in the diagram of 161 is similar to my problem that appeared
in the May 1985 issue of ThJProblemist, however the solition and the idea behind
it are both quite differenF-Editors Note: I cannot resist giving alongside the above problem my own

versio@'d'spuzzIe-theHumptyDumptypuzzIe.Closeobservationof

the diagram will reveal that all the Kingrs Horses and all the Kingrs men could not
put Humpty together again - properly - since his right and left hands are on the
wrong way round! You are required to correct the error in fewest moves. By a
r?move" I mean a move of one or more blocks simultaneously
the same distance in
the same direction. unlike the 14-L5 puzzle, Humpty Dumpty is restorable.
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FURTHER NOTES ON THE KNIGHTIS TOUR
Bv G.P.JELLISS
The following notes follow up various points arising from Chessics 22.

Figured Tours
The term 'rfigured tour'? was used bv T.R.Dawson in Fairy Chess Review,
June 1944, page 96. The following are some new examples. A: The squares in a
closed circuit of knight moves. Dawson composed a complete set of 100 tours
showing the squares in all possible symmetric closed eircuits, but his example
of this case also incorporates the four cubes in a circuit, and the axis of symmetry is not, as here, an axis of the board. B: The four'?octagonal'? numbers in
the four corners. Octagonals are of the form n(3n-2). The tour is constructed on
the "squares and diamonds?rprinciple. llncidentally, I have not so far come across
an earlier example of a tour of this type than that by Ciccolini, 1836, shown as
T1 in Ctiessics 21. Lucas mentions the method as being described bv one |?F.P.H."
in the-dThffif'of Pratt's Studies of Chess, 1825, but I've not been able to find
a copy of this in any tinrary.TEfEEFqGG in a cube! The 12 knight moves that
join the pairs of cells occuoied by the square numbers delineate a cube. The Eight
moves following the numerical order I, 4, 9, L6, 25r 36, 49, 64, 1 represent a tour
of the edges of the cube. This tour-within-a-tour is my best result so far in this
domain.

c

{ 5q62s24340-?# B
%27e.43631 4+l
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4 t6
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2l

93Sto

5t%t3 t8s3 1g ll 7+
4 \qE+31 t233sz+t

4S to s 3g+1 20 3
\1 g N+L\
sl 4s
2 2l
4t 6
9z
1\2 +

42 s1

6?

n30t

t4

3

23
s8 rs 2g
7q 26St 14 51 2+ Ss 3+

Square-Sym metric Pseudo-Tours
publication
Shortly after
of Chessics 22 I noticed that there was an obvious
omission from the diagrams shown on page 72, namely the one with four trstarsrr.
Upon redoing the enumeration, which was done several years ago, I find that the
following three cases have gone missing in the intervening years. Accordingly the
correct total is 33 forms. They consist of 1 of type 16x4 (i.e.16 circuits each of
4 moves), 1 of type 6x4 + 2x20,2 of type 2x4 + 2x28,3 of type 2x4 + 4x8 + 2x12,
3 of type 10x4 + 2x72,3 of type 8x8, 10 of type 4x4 + 4x12,10 of type 2xL2 + 2x20.

Quartering the Chessboard
Tom Marlow has applied his computer to the count and gives the correct
total as 596 wavs of dividing the board into four congruent parts in double centro_
symmetrv (my count of 618 included duplicates). nnore on this in Chessics 28.
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FourStar Tours
The first tour to show a ?-move 3x3'rstaril was that by Ali C.Mani (c. 1350),
and the first with two stars the symmetric tour by Bhatta Nilakant-ha (c. 1650),
see Chessics 22 p62. A non-symmetrical tour with four stars in the corners was
given by E.Slyvons (also known as Solvyns or Sylvons) in 1856.
By applying the simple-linking process to the pseudo-tour with four stars
(i.e. deleting one move in each circuit and joining up the loose ends differently)
four symmetric four-star tours ean be formed, as shown below. The linkage
oetagons are also of course symmetrical.

Early History of Knight's Tours
DiaEram D below is another full-board tour dating from before 1?50. The
composer, de Mairan, was Directeur de |Academie Royale des Sciences, L722,
but the tour is otherwise undistinguished. This tour is diagrammed as No 26 in
the anonymous work An attempt to analyse the automaton chess player of Mr
de Kempelen ... to which is added a copious collection of the knight's moves
over the chessboard, London 1821. This also quotes a second de Moivre tour,

@hownonpage62otChessics22onlyinthelastthreemoVes

being d4-f3-e5-c6 instead of d4-c6-e5-f3. The dates given by Kraitchik for the
de Moivre and de Montmort tours are confirmed by van der Linde's Geschichte
und Litteratur des Sehachspiels, Berlin I87 4, p103.
The work about the Automaton is obviously that referred to bv Tomlinson
'tCnessics_ZZ p65) as giving tours on small rectangular boards, trtos 1-18 are on
boards of sizes 3x4, 4x5r 5x5, 3x?, 5x8, 4x6, 5x6, 6x6, 4x7, 4x8r 5x?, 5x8, 6x?,
6x8, 7x7, 7x8 (all open) and 6x8, ?x8 (both closed). Diagrams E and F show the
4x8 case, interesting for its almost complete axi-symmetry, and the 7x8 closed
tour, formed as a bordered 3x4. Tomlinson identifies the author of the section
on the Automaton as Prof. R.Willis, but calls the writer on tours anonymousr so
it seerns likely the author of this section was someone else. The book is made up
of several unrelated items bound toEether.
D

F

E

4xB
-7xg
The "copious collectionrt referred to consists of 3B tours, nurnberecl 1-1 B and
20-39. The British Library copy is catalogued under Kempelen.
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Two Castles!
By L.N.BORODATOV
In these nine original problems two Castles are the chief soloists. But the
other pieces all have plenty to do. There are a variety of themes, harmoniously
combined. Retroanalytical considerations provide another connecting thread.
163. L.N.BORODATOV
Mate in 5

%,%%%

;'N- l,9t

164. L.N.BORODATOV
H+2 with set play

%'%%%
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/NVffi, % %
166. L.N.BORODATOV
Mate in 6

ry,%%%

%, 'ffi, l9lt%,
%, 1%W7g %
%,L% %.H/,9
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%s% %, %

,w,%%,%

169. L.N.BORODATOV
I\tlate in 4 (b) g1-dl

%v9%L
% %B?ru 'm
% ffiCI%u
L67. L.N.BORODATOV
What was the last move?
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%%%%
'%%%
%%%% ,%
%%%,
'%%%,&
;.\\Yl/,

|'%,

%'"ffi'/W, %g )=t
% a
%,

,,:::|;|

VW

4

% '%, %. %,
%%%,%
%%%%
'%.%%%

%%%%

i&t"$ity% %
MKr % ?w '%
%H% ',%',%
168. L.N.BORODATOV
+ (-g+1) see helow

%,

1.?0. L.N.BORODATOV
(a) *s (b) I,vBfs *+

%'

7&-

Mate in

% %, "ruY %
%,sr,g. %B%, @
%t% ls ts
%%%.%7,9A
%%.%
/s7%%%

,%

%,'% %.

1.65. L.N.BORODATOV

7N

ITL. L.N.BORODATOV
Mate in 3 (b) remove Rd4
,%,

-

%,%

% %

tw,

)Qt,

% %

%,

.

j\iM;

s"'9,

.L1't
,-:J...

%%
?W,Q

%%
%

%,%
%

%,stffi.

ffis %a'Mit l&L

W,

% %

rn

%.

iffi,

%%
%

The stipulation "+(-3+1)" means I'retract three (single) moves and mate in 1rr,
i.e. take back a W move, a B move, a W move and then play another W move.

I hope more solvers will try these. Do not think that the number of moves
means difficult solving - on the contrary the strong constraints upon Black - and
often also upon White - provide the logic that dictates the course of events. Also
the retroanalysis is not deep - but often witty and entertaining.
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CHESSICS 25

Royal Leapers
Erich BARTEL

By Elmar and

L'|2. E.& E.BARTEL
Flelpstalemate in 5
(b) g1-e3

w%%
'%%%%

%s'%
% %s%
%%,%%
%%%,%

%
%.

%%%%

173. E.&E.BARTEL
Helpmate in 3
with set play

_%%%z
'%,%%%

Tryrnnffi
%%%%,
t%%%

L75. E.&E.BARTEL
Mate in 7

E.&.E.BARTEL
Mate in I

1.76.

L74. E.&E.BARTEL
Helpmate in 6
urith set play

ryffi

,fun.%

'%%ffi%
%%%'%
I77. Th.STEUDEL
Series I[= in 8

'%,X,,D**,

w%
'%%%%

'%,'
%.,.%...,.,
%'
""
"'%r',

m"B"r%

%

"%,"

%

%"%,%

,%,

% %, ,%
-%%%
%,a'% ,%
ffi
-'%%%'%,.
'n%%%

.'%)'
'm '%. %,.^W..,,
.

,%

.,,

?;*M

= Fiveleaper, [hb= (E,S)+(1,2) = Root-fifty leaDer,
V= (2,47 = Lancer, <9= (o,e)+(r,6) leap€r: )t= (0,t)+(2,7) leap€r,
pd:: (0rl_) = Wazir, $= (0,+)+(0,5) leaper, @= (1,1; = Fers.

Key:

N =( 0,

S

)+( 3 ,4)

In their diagrams, as submitted, the composers use disoriented King and Knight
svmbols for the royal and non-roval leapers respeetively, but this means pieces
with the same moves are shown by different symbols. Beeause of the many tlypes
of leaper possible a fixed system of symbols for each one is not feasible. But the
above scheme is partially systematic: leapers with a skew component are shown
bv Knight symbols, orthogonal movers by Rook, diagonal movers bv Bishop and
pieces with orthogonal and diagonal moves by Queen. (circled pieces are royal)
Reeonstruction
By Norman MACLEOD
Problem 178. There were just three men left on the board, one of them unmoved.
It was White to play and there was just one line which ended in mate on White's
third move, but Black had no way of preventing it if White played comectly.
This is in a sense a rrsynthetic" with minimum information. You are required to
reconstruct the only position that satisfies the stated requirements. It is a threeman position which is simultaneously a Mate in 3 and a Helpmate in 3 with lVhite
to move first (i.e. H*Z*) with one of the men at home.
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CHESSICS 25
Caissats Kaleidoscope
We begin gently with three llelpmates by Fred Mihal€k, all variations on the
same theme with the same five pieces throughout.

179. F.M.MIHALEK
H+2 (b) f3-f2
(cX3-f6 (d) f3-f7

%,%%%
ry,%%%
%%,%%
% %a% %u
% ie %. l&,
%%%s%
%%%,%
'%,
'%,
%,

z

180. F.M.MIHALEK
Helpmate in 2+
(o)e8-d8 (c)e8-c8

%, %u% n

%,%,%%
z%'%% %
%%%e%
/,ffia%,. %
%.

%%,%%
%%% %,

%%%%

181. F.M.MIHALEK
Helpmate in 3
(b) f2-d6

'%

'r4i

'///2.
i4:4
%
/././/,
/,/,/,/.
'%.
t.ttz

'atrt

'./-//,t

'////

'%'m

///l

',/,/,at
a,a,/t

'.tttl
'//./t
.aaa.

'/%
',/'.,L1,/

'/f2
,tf..

7///,

lffii'

igr.

l

7.-,.
%
% %
%
'///z 7//z % '%
'%, ,,4Y, % % ,%,
'./,/,/t
-//,/-/

',/./././
../y'././
aaaa.

'%,

%

Now three Directmates employing the paralysis principle. In Madrasi Chess
like pieces of opposite eolour that attack each other are paralysed. Paralysing
pieces on the other hand can act upon any opposing pieces.
L82. N.SHANKAR RAM
Nladrasi Chess
*Z with 2 solutions

%%%%

%,%%%,
%. ,,fl. % %
%%a%%

u%%%.N
'n%%v&

a% '%, 7&- %
%%%&%

183. N.SFIANKAR RAM
Paralysing Pieces c2,e6
Mate in 3

l%'%,%

%,
,%

g
74,fu7
%%%s %

tryryq

,%,

1.84.

N.SHANKAR RAM

Kick-Circe Chess with
Paralysing Pieces . *2

?z@ffi

?9"-@""'%.'"'"%.'''

-%.M''rgL%,. ig

%. % %^%
,.muru',,@. m
%, %, %-%,

Mr Shankar Ram writes that the French name for the variant in Problem 184 is
r?Circe Equipollentsr'. Captured pieces are reborn on the square reached by equihopping from the capturerrs square over the capture square. The effect appears to
be identical to that described by Dr C.M.B.Tylor as "Kick Chess'r in Chessics 11,
page 2 (more strictly I'Oppo-Kick Chesst'sinee only the opposition cin ne f]cteO).
For example in the set plav after 1...e3 2Kd3+ (since Kc4 is paralysed and the
defence Pe4 kicks Kd3 to c2 is no longer available).
Problem 185. G.P.JELLISS (from an idea by I.SHANAHAN). Construet mate
positions, using the minimum pieces, that are (a) Mate in Orthodox Chess but not
in Circe Chess or Total Circe Chess (b) Mate in Orthodox Chess or Total Circe
Chess but not in Circe Chess (c) lvtate in Total Circe Chess but not in Circe Chess
or Orthodox Chess. There are probably many answers to these questions - I will
publish the most interesting positions received. Many similar questions can be
posed - readers may like to try the same exercise for other Chess Variants or
combinations thereof.
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CHESSICS 25
Caissafs Kaleidoscope

The King Circe problem below is dedicated to Alexander George. King Circe
is the same as Total Circe, i.e. the Circe rules apply to the Kings as well as to the
other pieces. In the next problem King Circe is combined with a Torus board (i.e
an Anchor Ring in which the left and right and top and bottom sides of the board
are considered to be connected) and with the Blackcapper condition (that Black
must capture if able, but otherwise may move freely).
186. I.SHANAHAN

King Circe Chess
H*0 with 2 solutions

%,%%%,
'%'%.%%
%%,%,'%
'%%,%%
%'%L%, '%
'% % /,9, %
% ?gfr% ',%

%%M%

18?. I.SHANAHAN
King Circe,Torus Board
Btackcapper H+5

% %-%/,u-%
%%
% |,$,AKJ %

'%,

%,
\ %v%

%

%n%a%

%

%,%%%
%'%. %, %,
'%%%%

188. I.SHANAHAN
Chameleons b3,e5
Helpmate in 3

%'%,

%. %
%'%%%
,%

%'%.^%
%/^ffi**

is,,

'ryXry,%)M ,%,

The Chameleon changes its rank cyclically upon moving S-)B-)R-)Q-)S-)B etc.
The one at b3 starts as a Knight and that at e5 starts as a Bishop in 188.
All-in Chess (invented by Dr C.M.B.Tylor in Chessics 1 , tg?6) follows the
rule that each side may move pieces of either colour but may not repeat the
position reached after its previous move.
189. S.N.RAVISHANKAR

& N. SHANKAR RAM

All-in Chess *S

%'%, %B%
%s
% %z%
,N
%%
%,

'%%% %
%% %,%
'%%%
%
'% %,

%s%
We

'%'%,,

%

%@

190. F"M.MIHALEK
Mate in 4 (b) interchange
e3-f4 (c) replace e5 by WP

%,%%%
%%'%%,
%'%%%
% %Mifl; %

%. 7&..' ',Kr %
%, %H'ffi %

%%,,%,%
'%,%%%

191. F.M.N{IHALEK
Helpmate in 3
(b) replace d3 by WB

| % '%;"%. '%
%%'%,%
'%%%%'%
%fr/g %

'%%'ffirffi,%
%:vg4 %
%%%'%
T, % %'%

return briefly to more orthodox areas with twot?Dfrproblems. D for what?

Next are two more miniatures in Symbolic King Chess. The composer warns
that they both show defences that are as difficult to see as the one in example A

intheoriginalarticlein@?1page?6.InSyrnbo1icKingChessan.ypieceon
the board becomes a King if by so doing a checkmate position results - but rvhat

looks like a checkmate may turn out not to be if the newly created King allows
a counter-coup that checkmates the opponent! In 192 a piece can only symbolise
a King of its own colour, but in 193 it can symbolise a King of either eolour.
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C}IESSICS 25
Caissa's Kaleidoscope
t92,_

F . H.

von

M

EYEN FILD--[

.

1

93.F. H.vonMEYENFELDT

Sarne-colour Symbolic King Two-colour Symbolic King
Chess. Mate in 2
Chess. Mate in 2

'%. %
'%%.'%,
%Y'% %

%,%%'%
'%%%%
% %H%
'%%%%z
',%

'% % ?tJ '%
'%,

%

%w'%

-%'% %'%
%%,%%
%%%'%
%g% %'%
%%%'%
'%D%-a
'%
%'%,
%D',%,
%%

w%
/,N,

|,fi,

T94. E.HOLLADAY
H+3 (b) all left one file
(c) all left two files
,%,

%,

%
%

%.

%%%
@%
'%,

,,&%%

% a%.'%

% '%, %, %
7. % e%%
%
% % %%

We conclude with another Holladay three-knight asymmetric
Helpmate domain instead of Directmate.

&%%

- but this time in the

Editorial Programme
Chessics 24. Special Issue on Theory of Leapers. A proof sent to Alasdair Houston
at hiJb-xford address of FCCC days has been returned by the Post Office. If any
reader knows of his present whereabouts perhaps we could be put in touch again,
since I would like his views on my treatment of his problem on pages 96-98 of this
issue, and to know whether he has done further work on the subJect. The theory
given is obviously incomplete, but the method works in practice. There is much
qcope for further developments.
Chessics 25. This issue, containing problems for solving, comes out simultaneously
wiTfrTe two special issues 24 and 26.|t includes splendid contributions from USA,
USSR, Australia, India, Netherlands and Germany - but alas the response from UK
composers is not what I would hope for - letfs all show what we can do!
Chessics 26. Special Issue on Magic Tours. I have deliberately brought forward this

]ffiuseofthepublicationintheAugust1985DieSchwa1beofanarticleby

Joachim Brilgge which indicated that he was independently working on similar lines
to myself in regard to magic King and Queen tours. He has kindly contributed some
of his results (page 120). Foilowing the specials 22 and 26 on Tours, readers who are
unaccountably unenthusiastic about this fundamental aspect of Chessics will be glad
to know that notes on tours will be restricted to two pages per issue henceforth.
Chessics 2?. This will now be the promised issue devoted mainly to Hoppers. Original
composiTlons are required of all types using Grasshoppers, Equihoppers' Lions' Leos'
Locusts, etc, ete. there will be a break of six months before the appearance of this
issue - so there is plenty of time for composers to get to work! Go to it!
Chessics 28. Special Issue on Chessboard Dissections. This will be another survey of
aii$e-essential results that I know of in this field, together with new work. It will
include work by Tom Marlow on Quartering the board, and solutions to 150 - 154.
Chessics 29. After leapers and hoppers how about Riders for this issue?
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